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**Introduction**

The usage of wikis covers many different scenarios: they are used for collaborative text production in knowledge management systems, in elearning settings, or to provide online information around projects, institutions, or special topic areas. Their ease to use and common availability within learning management systems make them an attractive tool for teachers and learners. Either teachers use wikis as easily to edit webpages in order to provide information to learners (Konieczny 2007), or learners produce content collaboratively. An example for the first setting is the Pflegewiki described by Panke and Thillosen (2008) which meanwhile became an information portal in the area of health care. Universities and educational institutions also use wikis in order to provide study relevant information. Examples are the Campus-Wiki of the University of Hamburg, Unipedia at the University Koblenz, the student association’s wiki at the University Bremen, the university’s library wiki at the University Rostock (Kleimann 2007), the L-Wiki for teacher students at the University of Frankfurt, and the study information platform Studiger described by Beisswenger and Storrer (2008, 2010). Some wikis have rather subject related intentions such as the wiki portal for teaching and learning with digital media at the University Potsdam which addresses teachers and students in order to provided them an opportunity for exchange around options and challenges of new media in learning processes.

Besides the provision of information, wikis are used as a tool for discussions such as bulletin boards (Bergin 2002), and especially for collaborative text production by students (Brahm et al. 2007, Beisswenger & Storrer 2008, 2010, Bremer 2006, Ebersbach et al. 2008, Gaiser & Thillosen 2009, Konieczny 2007). Buchem and Hagenhofer (2007) describe a wiki based community project in which students can find material in order to prepare for exams and which combines information and communication aspects because learners can also provide content. According to the authors the quality of the exams were improved because teachers learned more about the reflection and preparation process of the students through the wiki (Buchem & Hagenhofer 2007).
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Other reports on the usage of wikis in learning processes can be found in (Guzdial 1999) who describes the CoWeb which already was published in 1999. While at the beginning, wikis were mainly used in the field of computer science (Edington et al. 2005), meanwhile wikis can be found in nearly every subject area (Augar et al. 2005, Lamb 2004, Schwartz et al. 2004). Examples at universities are well described in literature (Bristow 2005, Bruns & Humphrey 2005, Edington et al. 2005, Doebeli 2005a, 2005b, Ferris & Wilder 2006, Gaiser & Thillosen 2009, Godwin 2003, Kleimann 2007, Kozieczny 2007, Lamb 2004, Schwartz et al. 2004, Xu 2007). Besides these examples, wiki projects can also be found in schools (Beisswenger & Storrer 2010, Jonietz 2005), companies, and adult educational institutions (Bartel 2006, Robes 2006).

Research questions and first results

Studies upon the participation in text producing processes in wikipedia (Stegbauer 2009, Ebersbach et al. 2008) and wiki usages in learning settings (Thelen & Gruber 2005) show a rather low voluntary participation rate. Based on these results, the University of Frankfurt conducted a study in order to better understand what motivates students’ encouragement in text production processes in wikis. Especially, wikis which were introduced by students’ elearning projects financed by the university seemed to be a good vantage point for bottom up participation. For comparison, the wikis used in seminars were examined in order to better understand what motivates students to participate. Do group members participate equally, or do role differences occur such as described for wikipedia by Stegbauer (2009). Also aspects such as motivation through open access, self organization, autonomy, personal relevance and interest, diversity, and serendipity effects as described by Moskaliuk and Kimmerle (2008) were examined (see also Moskaliuk 2008). The study also focused on the collaboration and participation processes within the teams as well as on motivational aspects around students’ participation and their provision of material and the extent to which the objectives of the project members were met. The aspects of interest along by which the wiki usages were analyzed and compared are

- the purpose of the usage of the wiki
- the existence of an ‘editor team’
- number of people involved in this team, number of members in an inner circle of writers, a circle of readers, different target groups
- Do people overwrite each others’ articles? How is the collaborative text production organized? Are there rules? Do they apply?
- Are quality checks applied? Are articles reviewed and/or approved?
- Is the target group of readers reached?
- What is the motivation of the writers to participate, to get involved?
- What kind of incentives are applied?

For the study nine different wiki projects were examined: four wikis were started by students in order to provide study relevant material to their fellow students. Two wikis
were applied in university seminars in order to provide students a platform to produce content which later was provided to school teachers and other students. One wiki is run by an university institution, the center for teacher students, and has the intention to provide study relevant information to this target group. As a result of the study, a deeper understanding of editing and cooperation processes in wikis could be gained.

In a full paper version the different wiki projects will be described along with their objectives and the cooperation structures found. The results which were collected through oral interviews based on a questionnaire and an expert round for deeper discussions are compared to results found in studies mentioned above.

First results show a rather disillusioning picture: Mainly students are motivated to cooperate in text production processes in wikis if this is part of the compulsory output they have to produce in seminars. But besides this extrinsic motivation other motivational aspects occur. For example the provision of information to a larger group showed to have a positive effect. In this case aspects of communal constructivism (Holmes 2001) or service learning (Weigert 1998) might occur. But as the results show these effects are rare and even the bottom up started wikis, made by students, had difficulties to engage more active writers into the teams. Being doubtful about the quality of their contribution might prevent students from participation, especially if experts and people from higher status groups are involved (Ebersbach et al. 2008). Uncertainty can be reduced by provision of examples, training and consulting as well as feedback loops during as part of quality control procedures. Some projects even applied creative and effective mechanisms to encourage students to participate. Other projects managed to become part of the study program in their department. Despite some disappointments and unmet expectations, overall, almost all of the projects provided satisfying results to their active students.
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